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PORTAL work station programme

PORTAL is a complete furniture programme which perfectly 

complements today’s appreciation for clear and transparently 

designed furnishings. Suitable for every modern office, 

the range features a 4-leg design scheme and a clean, 

streamlined look conceived on an ideal purity of line. 

A table, in all its simplicity

PORTAL’s foundation is a pair of clean and simple square 

supporting frames. Tabletops, available in a range of 

thicknesses, are set between them. Both frames and 

tabletops are available in your choice of attractive materials 

and colours.

Sustainable 

PORTAL is built to last. And last. A selection of the 

materials used in its construction are recycled, but without 

concessions in terms of quality. Excellent finishes and infinite 

combinations of frames and legs give the programme a long 

life span. Components are virtually 100% recyclable, so they 

go on to enjoy a second or even a third lease of life.

Options aplenty

The range includes rectangular work stations and conference 

tables in a variety of sizes. Linear extension is always an 

option, and add-on tables allow the easy creation of 90° 

corner workstations.

Optional leaves allow you to expand work stations quickly 

and effectively. PORTAL is available in a fixed height and in 

adjustable versions that can be raised and lowered without 

the use of tools. All adjustable models are fitted with 

either crank handles or electric control panels for height 

adjustment. Whatever system you choose, every one of your 

employees will have a table that is made to measure.

Simple as it is, PORTAL can be expanded and upgraded 

to meet your needs by the addition of accessories such as 

electricity points, cable management, CPU holders, screens 

and flat screen arms.

Outspoken design for your work environment

PORTAL is the foundation for an outspoken interior design 

scheme. It can be further upgraded with accessories and 

storage elements from the Ahrend storage range. Naturally, 

PORTAL meets and surpasses all relevant norms and 

guidelines, including EN 527 and NPR 1813.

PORTAL is a design by Marck Haans. In 2006, the series was 

nominated for the Dutch Design prize and in 2009 it received 

recognition for excellence in industrial design.
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Simplicity in the form of a table. Adaptable for virtually any 

use, from silent concentration to meetings. Plenty of space to 

move. Strong and stable, but equally flexible. four legs and 

a work surface: perfect simplicity crafted in honest materials. 

A work table for every activity: working out, working up, 

working through and working over. Outspoken design for 

your work environment.

PORTAL work tables, available in a range of sizes

80 x 80 cm to 200 x 100 cm

In-line leaves up to 200 x 80 cm

90° add-ons up to 200 x 80 cm

fold-up leaves up to 100 x 42 cm

PORTAL DESK There are a wide range of styles and finishes from which to 

choose. The standard finish for the tabletops and sideboard 

units is high-quality HPL, which is virtually indistinguishable 

from wood veneer. In fact, you could almost say veneer with 

the properties of HPL – but more durable and not susceptible 

to discoloration. Steel elements are available in all of 

Ahrend’s standard paint colours.

Desk dimensions

PORTAL Executive work stations range from 200 x 80 cm to 

240 x 100 cm. Other sizes are available upon request.

The signature streamlined design of the PORTAL programme 

is perfectly illustrated by the design of PORTAL Executive, 

which is noteworthy for its large work surface and 

outstanding attention to detail. The Executive work station is 

crafted in steel and wood.

The desk can be expanded into a corner workstation by 

adding a sideboard unit, which offers plenty of individual 

storage space and a high-end look. The tabletop is 40 mm 

thick.

PORTAL 
EXECUTIVE
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The PORTAL duo work station has a distinctive design 

that fully incorporates the clean lines of the other PORTAL 

elements. Accommodating two, the work station is height-

adjustable from 62 to 85 cm using a crank handle or electric 

control panel. Tabletops are set between the table legs. A 

large selection of colours and materials are available for both 

legs and tabletops.

When duo work stations are linked together, they form 

a larger table or bench consisting of workspaces that are 

individually adjusted in height. Each person using the bench 

works at a table that is exactly the right height.

Advantages of the duo work station

In addition to its clean, unique appearance and the aesthetic 

advantages of fewer legs, the duo work station offers still 

more practical value. Although it encourages collaboration, it 

is also easily transformed into a larger, individually adjustable 

workbench. With flexible work stations, people move around 

in a space, not furniture. Moreover, space is used more 

efficiently and components are shared, which means less 

strain on the environment during production.

PORTAL DUO 
WORK STATION 
+ BENCH
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<<   Team table for 2, 4 or 6, with accessory rail

The PORTAL team tables share the clean lines of the PORTAL 

work spaces. Tabletops and leg finishes match other 

elements of the PORTAL range. The team table is available 

with or without an accessory rail. The accessory rail is fitted 

with attractive stainless steel adaptors on which a range of 

accessories can be mounted, such as work space dividers, 

light fittings and monitor arms. Both types of tables can be 

fitted with cable management systems. When multiple work 

spaces are set next to each other, table legs are specially 

designed to allow maximum leg room under the table.

Team table for 2, 4 or 6, without accessory rail

Tabletops 120, 160, 180 or 200 cm x 80 cm

Team table for 2, 4 or 6, with accessory rail

Tabletops 120, 160, 180 or 200 cm x 80 cm

Accessories

Light fixtures

Monitor arms

Dividers, including lateral dividers

Plug & play units

Toolbar options

PORTAL  
TEAM TABLE + 
ACCESSORIES

Team table for 2, 4 or 6, 

without accessory rail
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PORTAL conference tables are just as streamlined as the 

PORTAL work stations. They are stable and solid even in the 

largest 300 x 100 cm size. This is a multi-functional table 

that will provide enough space for any activity: working, 

talking, holding meetings or collaborating. And there is 

plenty of room to move. Outspoken design for your work 

environment.

The stylish PORTAL stand-around table is convenient for 

reception areas and for discussions. Use it while standing or 

seated on a bar stool. This table is ideal for short, efficient 

meetings and for breaks, but also for waiting rooms and 

reception areas.

PORTAL 
CONfERENCE 
TABLE

PORTAL STAND-
AROUND TABLE
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PORTAL 
WORK SPACE 
SPECIfICATIONS

Back panel

CPU holder

Closed cable trunking system 

Cable trunking system with optional power socket

Cable duct

Cable basket with optional power socket

Plug & play unit

Set of cable clips

Specifications

fixed table height 75 cm

Standard adjustment range 62-85 cm

Height-adjustable:

 - tool-free, knob adjustment (HI)

Height-adjustable:

 - crank handle (HV) 

 - electric motor (HVE)

Tabletop depth including leg

80, 90, 100, 120, 160 cm

Tabletop options

Inset, solid core 12 mm

Inset, chipboard 16 mm and filled out to 38 mm

Configuration

Two streamlined, square leg elements

fixed height or mechanically/electrically adjustable

Slim, hidden tabletop frame

Range of tabletop options

PORTAL is designed to meet the most stringent norms, 

including:

- NPR 1813 (2009) 

- EN 527 (2011)

PORTAL 
WORK SPACE 
SPECIfICATIONS

Cable basket 

Cable trunking system CPU holder

Plug & play unit
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